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Abstract
Requirements engineering (RE) is an important process in systems development. This research
was carried out in the context of Very Large-Scale Requirements Engineering (VLSRE) within the
scope of a requirement screening (RS) process. The RS process is defined as a front-end process
for screening incoming requests, which are received in a constant flow. The goal of the RS process
is to efficiently identify the most promising requests for further analysis, development and
implementation while filtering out non-valuable ones as early as possible.
The objective of this study was to understand the challenges related to the RS process and
develop solutions to address those challenges. A qualitative research approach was utilised to
achieve the research goals. The overall research process follows an action research method, in
which each action research cycle includes at least one individually defined and executed case
study. Action research and case studies are research methods that are well suited to studying reallife phenomena in their natural settings. This research was carried out in two case companies in
the information and communication technology domain. Data from 45 interviews were analysed
for preparing publications I–V, which are included in this thesis. In addition, during the
longitudinal action research study described in this thesis, data from 26 interviews and 132
workshops were utilised to develop solutions for the RS process, which is an industrial
implementation of the VLSRE process. The conducted action research contributes to the field of
software engineering, in which such research efforts are currently lacking.
This research has identified a number of significant challenges that different stakeholders face
related to requirements processing and decision making in the VLSRE context. Examples of these
challenges are the great number of incoming requirements, the lack of information for decision
making and the feasibility of utilised tools. To address the identified challenges, a requirements
architecting method was developed. The method includes a dynamic requirement template, which
gathers structured information content for eliciting requests, documenting and communicating
requirements and forming features while considering the needs of different stakeholders. The
method was piloted, validated and deployed in industry.

Keywords: action research, case study, empirical research, product management,
requirement screening, requirements engineering, requirements management, software
engineering, Very Large-Scale Requirements Engineering, VLSRE

Aaramaa, Sanja, Vaatimusten analysointi- ja seulontamenetelmän kehittäminen
laajamittaiseen vaatimusmäärittelyprosessiin.
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Tiivistelmä
Tutkimus toteutettiin laajamittaisen vaatimusmäärittelyprosessin kontekstissa keskittyen vaatimusten seulontaprosessiin. Vaatimusten seulontaprosessi määritellään tuotekehityksen alkuvaiheen prosessiksi, jossa käsitellään jatkuvana vuona tulevia kehityspyyntöjä. Vaatimusten seulontaprosessissa pyritään tunnistamaan tehokkaasti lupaavimmat pyynnöt jatkoanalyysiä, tuotekehitystä ja toteutusta ajatellen sekä suodattamaan pois niin aikaisessa vaiheessa, kun mahdollista ne
pyynnöt, joilla ei ole arvontuotto-odotuksia.
Tutkimuksen tavoite oli ymmärtää haasteita, jotka liittyvät vaatimusten seulontaprosessiin
sekä kehittää ratkaisuja näihin haasteisiin. Tutkimuksessa käytettiin laadullisen tutkimuksen
menetelmiä. Kokonaisuutena tutkimusprosessi noudattaa toimintatutkimuksen periaatteita siten,
että jokainen sykli tai sen vaihe sisältää yhden tai useamman itsenäisesti määritellyn tapaustutkimuksen suunnittelun ja läpiviennin. Valitut tutkimusmenetelmät soveltuvat hyvin tilanteisiin,
joissa tutkimuskohteina ovat reaalimaailman ilmiöt niiden luonnollisissa ympäristöissä havainnoituina. Tutkimusaineisto kerättiin kahdesta informaatio- ja kommunikaatioteknologia-alan
kohdeorganisaatiosta. Väitöskirjaan sisällytettyihin julkaisuihin I-V on analysoitu 45 haastattelun aineisto. Näiden lisäksi väitöskirjassa kuvatun pitkäkestoisen toimintatutkimuksen aikana
hyödynnettiin 26 haastattelun ja 132 työpajan aineistoa kehitettäessä ratkaisuja vaatimusten seulontaprosessin haasteisiin. Vaatimusten seulontaprosessi on laajamittaisen vaatimusmäärittelyprosessin teollinen toteutus.
Tutkimuksessa tunnistettiin useita merkittäviä haasteta, joita eri sidosryhmillä on liittyen vaatimusten seulontaprosessiin ja päätöksentekoon laajamittaisessa vaatimusmäärittelyprosessissa.
Vaatimusten suuri määrä, päätöksentekoon tarvittavan tiedon puute ja käytössä olevien työkalujen soveltumattomuus ovat esimerkkejä tunnistetuista haasteista. Ratkaisuna haasteisiin kehitettiin vaatimusten seulonta- ja analyysimenetelmä. Kehitetty menetelmä sisältää dynaamisen vaatimusdokumentin, jonka avulla voidaan kerätä kehityspyyntöjen tietosisältö jäsennellysti, dokumentoida ja kommunikoida vaatimukset sekä muodostaa niistä tuotteisiin toteutettavia ominaisuuksia ottaen huomioon eri sidosryhmien tarpeet. Kehitetty menetelmä on koestettu, validoitu
ja soveltuvin osin otettu käyttöön teollisuudessa.

Asiasanat: empiirinen tutkimus, laajamittainen vaatimusmäärittelyprosessi,
ohjelmistotuotanto,
tapaustutkimus,
toimintatutkimus,
tuotteenhallinta,
vaatimusmäärittely, vaatimusten hallinta, vaatimusten seulonta

brave hearts, free souls, great minds
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1

Introduction

Tough competition in the information and communications technology (ICT)
domain motivates companies to seek ways to improve the efficiency of their
software development and remain ahead of their competitors. These goals may be
achieved through various means, such as efficient practices and well-organised
processes. Research collaboration allows a company to acquire an objective
understanding of state-of-the-art technologies and practices. Collaboration between
industry and academia provides mutual benefit and enhances technology transfer
[1]. In this research issues related to Very Large-Scale Requirements Engineering
(VLSRE) have been addressed in two case companies. The majority of this thesis’s
research was conducted in case company A, which is a large ICT enterprise.
Company A provides software-intensive systems, services and solutions for the
global market. Its software development approach is release-based and featuredriven. This is a business-to-business company, and its customers number in the
hundreds. A complementary case study has been conducted in case company B,
which is a comprehensive solutions provider to both private and business customers.
The company operates in a global market offering a number of management tools
and services to its business customers as well as various software products to its
private customers.
The importance of requirements engineering (RE) in system development has
been recognised by practitioners and researchers [2], [3], [4], [5]. Specific RE
assessment and improvement models have been created and industrially validated
by following generic software process improvement processes [6], [7], [8], [9]. In
addition, methods and tools have been developed to help practitioners during RE
[10], [11], but they are slowly being transferred from theory to practice [12].
Despite the progress that has been made in different areas of RE, further
improvement is needed [9], since generic methods and tools are not applicable to
specific contexts [13], [14]. In addition, technologies developed and evaluated by
researchers are not easily adopted by practitioners due to the artificiality and lack
of realism in the research setting. Ivarsson and Gorschek developed a model that
may be utilised by both researchers and practitioners to evaluate the industrial
relevance and rigour of empirical research [15].
Research methods, such as experiments, field or case studies and action
research, may be utilised to explore real-world phenomena in their original contexts.
Action research resembles the traditional software process improvement approach
utilised in the ICT industry, and it is therefore considered to suit industry–academia
19

collaboration well [16]. However, action research has been applied more in
information systems studies than in software engineering, where experimentation
and case studies are extensively employed [15].
1.1

Background and motivation

In the early 1990s, it was proposed that software engineering and systems
engineering should be combined into a new discipline called software systems
engineering [17]. The rationale behind the proposal was that both disciplines
address the creation of complex software-intensive systems. Nowadays, embedded
systems are increasingly software intensive [18], and this also applies to the
majority of the products offered by each of the case companies used in this research.
Besides the immense number of incoming requirements in a VLSRE context,
distributed development also creates its own challenges when it comes to carrying
out RE activities. Globally distributed development denotes locations that are all
over the world and in various time zones and represent a diversity of cultures. The
distances between the customers, or end users, and the engineers pose problems,
but more importantly, due to outsourcing and offshoring, the designers and
engineers are often located in different parts of the globe [19].
Due to the increasing complexity of software intensive systems, the number of
incoming requests and/or requirements is also increasing [20]. Surely not all
requirements can be implemented at once. Therefore, requirements have to be
prioritised to determine in what release the selected requirements will finally be
implemented [21]. The number of internal and external stakeholders, resources and
technical constraints must be considered when decisions are made on the order of
implementing requirements [22]. Decision making is not a trivial task, especially
not early in the process when the information available is often abstract and
uncertain [23]. One fundamental factor in decision making, requirements
management and release planning is product management. Thus, product managers
play a crucial role when it comes to the success of a company [24].
Requirements engineering (RE) is a branch of systems engineering containing
a set of activities for requirements development and management [25], [4].
According to the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) standard
requirements engineering is an “interdisciplinary function that mediates between
the domains of the acquirer and supplier to establish and maintain the requirements
to be met by the system, software or service of interest”. The RE process spans a
system’s lifecycle and is concerned with discovering, eliciting, developing,
20

analysing, determining verification methods, validating, communicating,
documenting and managing requirements [26]. RE is said to be the most valuable
activity in systems engineering [27]. According to Leffingwell and Widrig,
requirements management is a systematic way to elicit, organise and document
system requirements as well as a process to establish and maintain agreement
between a customer and a systems provider [28]. Many authors emphasise the
nature of change in the RE process [25], [29], [30], thus the requirements
management process is defined as a process of managing changes to the
requirements [31]. On the other hand, requirements management has been defined
as including requirements engineering activities from elicitation up to maintenance
[28].
The changing nature of requirements is a phenomenon known as requirements
volatility, which is defined as “the tendency of requirements to change over time in
response to the evolving needs of customers, stakeholders, the organisation and the
work environment” [32]. Changing user needs is one of the primary reasons for
requirements volatility [33], which in turn causes changes in the content of
individual requirements. Changes in the sets of requirements are mainly caused by
conflicting stakeholder views and the complexity of organisation [22].
The quality of the developed system has been argued to be dependent on the
quality of the development process as a whole [34] and on the quality of the
requirements [35]. RE may be considered from two viewpoints. On one hand, RE
is an organisational activity, since it should dictate what requirements will be
implemented in products and make decisions on what requirements are released.
On the other hand, RE is a project-level activity when requirements are actually
implemented in products. [4]. According to Ebert [36], the product development
process can be divided into two main process categories: 1) upstream processes,
which include phases prior to a project launch, and 2) downstream processes, which
cover the definition and execution of development projects. The purpose of the
upstream processes is to analyse business opportunities and decide upon new
development opportunities. Downstream processes focus on the actual
development of products. RE is seen as a process that starts before a product is born
and lasts throughout the product lifecycle [36].
The literature describes several RE process models [37], [38]. For example,
Martin et al. analysed RE activities carried out in two case companies by looking
at three projects in each with respect to the three well known RE process models
presented in the scientific literature. Several studies indicate that there is a gap
between the scientific view on RE and the one actually used in industry [38], [39],
21

[40]. Furthermore, even though RE processes are defined in companies, typically
they are not strictly followed [39]. Although RE processes vary a great deal in
practice, their fundamental activities are usually carried out in the following
common activities:
Elicitation. Identify sources of information and discover their requirements for
the system to be developed.
Analysis. Understand the requirements and their overlaps and conflicts.
Validation. Check with the stakeholders that the requirements are what they
really need.
Negotiation. Try to reconcile the conflicting views of stakeholders and
generate a consistent set of requirements.
Documentation. Write down the requirements so that both stakeholders and
developers understand them.
Management. Control the requirements changes that will inevitably arise [41].

–
–
–
–
–
–

The concept of VLSRE emerged in the context of market-driven software
development research. Regnell et al. [42] defined the number of requirements as
an indicator that determines the scale of the RE where a company operates. An
increase in the number of requirements is considered to indicate a higher number
of internal and external stakeholders and leads to more interdependencies between
requirements. A company is defined as operating in VLSRE mode if the number of
items in a database exceeds 10,000 [42]. According to Regnell et al. [42] there are
a variety of methods and tools available for practitioners to carry out RE activities,
especially elicitation and analysis. However, those methods and tools are often
validated in small or medium-scale RE contexts and are not necessarily applicable
in a Large-Scale Requirements Engineering (LSRE) context and are even less
applicable in a VLSRE context [42]. There are several templates and guidelines to
document requirements, such as the requirement specification template by Volere
[43] and IEEE guidelines [44]. The Volere template can be uploaded to tools such
as IBM® Rational® DOORS®1, which is widely used by software architects.
Essentially, a requirement (or a request as an expression of need) is information
that is communicated between stakeholders. In addition to the content of the
requirement itself, a number of other issues have to be taken into account when
decisions are made about requirements. Examples of such issues are relevant
standards, market analysis and company strategies. Together this leads to the
1

http://www-03.ibm.com/software/products/en/ratidoor
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challenge of considerable information overload in RE. To overcome the
information overload challenge and enable the traceability of emerging issues,
Regnell et al. [42] proposed a research thread to establish requirements architecture.
They defined the concept of “requirements architecture” as the way requirements
are organised, including a data model of requirements, their attributes and the
relations of those attributes [42]. Another important challenge posed by a great
number of requirements is the interdependencies among requirements. These
interdependencies affect prioritisation and resource planning and impact analyses,
for instance [45].
The empirical cases considered throughout the course of the research for this
thesis indicate that the identified gap in the state-of-the-art literature is a reality in
large ICT organisations i.e. practitioners have to face the challenges of VLSRE in
their daily work. This thesis addresses the VLSRE process in ICT organisations and
the challenges faced by their practitioners. The focus is on the elicitation and
analysis activities of RE, including management aspects. The thesis contributes to
filling an identified gap in the state-of the-art of software engineering research
where empirical evaluations have been reported absent [46], and those that have
been published have been accused of being unrealistic [47]. In this research a
requirements architecting method, including a supporting tool, has been developed
and validated in an industrial context to address the identified challenges in the
requirement screening process. The idea of a requirement screening process is to
quickly assess the potential of requirements in order to choose the most promising
ones on which to work. Thus, the requirement screening process is an industrial
implementation of the VLSRE process which is utilised in case company A. The
significance of this study is highlighted by the fact that RE and requirements
management are considered the most valuable functions of systems engineering
[27]. Despite the importance of RE being widely acknowledged by researchers and
practitioners, RE research has been criticised for having little impact on industry
practices [48].
1.2

Research scope

The research for this thesis has been conducted mainly in the context of VLSRE.
The scope of the research is limited to the requirement screening process and its
stakeholders. In this research, the requirement screening process is defined as a
front-end process for screening incoming requests. The goal of the requirement
screening process is to quickly assess requests to identify those that are most
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promising for further analysis and implementation. At the same time, the aim is to
screen out non-valuable ones while requirements are developed and which then are
grouped as features during the analysis. The principal idea of requirement screening
is similar to that of a requirements selection process [49] and a requirements triage
method [50].
In the first screening iteration of a requirement screening process, the requests
with the most potential are chosen for further analysis, while others are rejected
(e.g. due to their lack of business potential) or saved to be worked on later (e.g. due
to their lack of information). The same logic is applied to requirements and feature
candidates as well. Thus, in a requirement screening process, an RE item goes
through three stages based on its maturity, and each of the iterations includes three
options from which to choose for each RE item. As the core activity in a
requirement screening process is to define the priorities for RE items and choose
the most promising, this results in an ordered list of feature candidates for
forthcoming releases. Consequently, it may be considered a decision-making [4],
or filtering process [51].
Similar requirement selection practices, challenges and their solutions as
identified in case company A have been typically discussed in the context of
market-driven RE [52], [53], [54] and related to a release planning process [55],
[22], [35]. The time-to-market pressure and limited resources lead to a situation in
which not all the requirements can be implemented at once. This means that
requirements have to be prioritised [56], [57], [58], [21]. Time-to-market pressure
and the pace of change are emphasised in market-driven RE [59].
The context of the research in case company A is depicted in Fig.1. All major
disciplines – Design for eXcellence (DfX), product management (PM), customer
relations and software (SW) architects – were engaged during the longitudinal
action research. However, the focus was on the requirement screening (RS) process.
At the beginning of this research, the RS process included five decision points
(DP0–DP4). The developed requirements architecting method led to the process
change for omitting DP1, which is greyed out in Fig. 1. Publications I–V (PI–PV)
included in this thesis have been placed next to their main data sources. The case
company had recognised a need to improve its overall systems development
process and proposed a research collaboration to explore issues related to its
requirements processing practices. The requirement screening process mainly
concerns the software part of system development. However, the hardware part
may constrain software development, and certain customer needs may be met by
either software or hardware solutions. In case company A, its requirement
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screening process is a globally defined process that is utilised per product. On the
other hand, different products can also be seen as part of the system, and thus
product-specific requirement screening processes have to be synchronised at the
systems level as well. However, systems level practices are not as mature as those
at the product level.
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Fig. 1. The context of the research.

The objective of the research conducted in case company A was to describe the
processes related to the requirement screening process, to explore the challenges
stakeholders face regarding this process and propose ways to improve the
company’s requirement screening process practices. The research problem for this
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study was How can requirement screening process practices be improved in a
VLSRE context? The context was both complex and, to some extent, vague.
Therefore, it was not self-evident where solutions would be found, how many
action research iterations would be needed or what types of solutions should be
developed. It was agreed that the research collaboration would be carried out
systematically until satisfactory solutions were found.
The objective of the research conducted in case company B was to identify
decision-making practices in the software architecture design process, understand
the challenges software architects face due to requirements volatility and propose
solutions to overcome the identified challenges. Case company B operates in LSRE
mode and utilises agile practices in its software development. The company is
divided into five units, and all were engaged during the case study.
1.3

Structure of the thesis

This PhD thesis describes the entirety of the longitudinal action research that has
been carried out in a VLSRE context, including individual case studies, and
presents a dynamic requirement template that was developed iteratively during the
action research cycles. The intermediate results were published throughout the
duration of the research effort, and five of the published papers are included in this
thesis. This thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapter 2 is dedicated to
reviewing the related literature and introducing the important terms and concepts.
The research problem is described and the research questions are defined in Chapter
3. The research work carried out for this thesis is described in detail in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 gives an overview of the original contributions. In Chapter 6, the
empirical findings are discussed in regard to the scientific literature answering the
research questions and evaluates the relevance of the research conducted using an
assessment model [15] as well as addresses validity concerns. Chapter 7 concludes
the thesis and outlines directions for future work.
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2

Related work and key concepts

2.1

Definition of relevant terms and fundamental concepts

This research was conducted in the context of VLSRE with the aim of developing
new practices for an efficient requirement screening process. During the research
effort, various stakeholders were engaged. Next, the relevant stakeholders are
defined along with other pertinent terms and concepts that will need to be
understood to follow the text.
2.1.1 Problem domain, solution domain and stakeholders
Problem domain, solution domain [60], [61] and stakeholders [29] are fundamental
concepts in RE. The problem domain is the bounded part of reality where the
problem is defined. Usually, the problem should be solved by a system or product
[62]. The problem domain addresses only matters of interest to its stakeholders.
The proposed solution to the challenges of the problem domain is defined in the
solution domain. Thus, the design and implementation of the system to solve the
problem take place in the solution domain [63]. Therefore, the solution domain is
considered the “sandbox” of developers and designers. In both domains, the
language and semantics used originate from the stakeholders, thus the concepts and
entities in domains are usually unique. Moreover, the terminology applied may be
contradictory within and between domains.
Stakeholders are people who have a stake in a system [64]. The stakeholders
are usually divided into external and internal stakeholders, thus two main groups
are customers (users and system owners) and developers (analysts, designers,
programmers, etc.) [29]. Taking a broader perspective, a stakeholder is defined as
a group or an individual that is affected by the achievement of an organisation’s
objectives or a group or an individual that can affect them [64].
2.1.2 Design for eXcellence
The Design for eXcellence (DfX) is an approach to designing products to achieve
desired quality attributes (“-ilities”) taking into account the product life cycle and
means of ensuring the cost-effectiveness of the development, delivery and disposal
of the product [65]. Bralla defined DfX as a knowledge-based approach for
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maximising the desired characteristics in product design while minimising product
lifecycle costs [66]. This definition of DfX is the best known and can be considered
a starting point for the modern interpretation of DfX. The philosophy of DfX
assumes that excellent products may be created only through an excellent
development process. A development process utilises tools for achieving its goals.
Therefore, DfX may be considered from three major perspectives: organisation,
designer and tools and methods [67].
The principles of DfX have been derived from the idea of serving internal
customers with regard to manufacturability and value analysis [68]. The actual
“design for” term was used for the first time alongside “assembly” (DfA) by [69].
Design for final assembly (DfFA) and board assembly (DfBA) [70] are examples
of recently introduced terms. Various “design for” domains have emerged over the
years, like design for packaging (DfP) [71] and design for supply chain
management (DfSM) [72]. Some of these were defined decades ago, while others
are just few years old. The new disciplines are being established as the need arises.
One of the oldest disciplines is design for security (DfSec), which dates back to the
1960s and applies to the physical security of facilities [73], while design for
software security DfsSec is one of the most recently introduced [74]. Moreover, an
emerging discipline is design for e-commerce (DfeC), while design for
serviceability (DfS) is an example of one of the earliest considerations. Design for
delivery competence (DfD) as a discipline has not been discussed as such, but it
shares a lot in common with the logistics [75] and supply chain management [72]
disciplines.
Eleven disciplines were engaged throughout this research, but the design for
environment (DfE) [76] and design for testability (DfT) [77] disciplines were
involved in all DfX-related cases. The majority of the DfX disciplines mentioned
are tightly connected with the engineering (hardware) domain. However, embedded
systems are increasingly software intensive systems, and therefore these disciplines
are beginning to have a stake in software development, too, not just in hardware.
Therefore, DfX has recently attracted more attention in the software engineering
and RE contexts. As suggested in [78], DfX is a way to address the needs of internal
customers and manage requirements during a product development process. A
study by Möttönen et al. [79] highlighted the importance of a dedicated function to
manage the requirements of internal customers. DfX is a means to present
stakeholder views using company terms which, in a commensurable form, are
meaningful to the systems provider (cf. publication I) [78].
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2.1.3 Product management and product managers
Product management plays a key role in software companies. Product managers
communicate with stakeholders to ensure that they strive for a common goal
defined in the company’s strategy [80]. They are also responsible for managing
requirements, release planning and developing a business case. RE and release
planning are decision-rich processes that are key to achieving software project
goals [4]. In the current competitive ICT market, it is essential for a company to
maximise value in each software release implementation. The success of the value
creation depends greatly on the ability of product managers to understand the
relationships between technical and business aspects. The task is not an easy one
and the alignment of product, project and business decisions has been seen as a
major challenge in the software industry [81]. Ultimately the success of a product
is determined by the skills and competence of its product management [82]. For
this reason, it is surprising that despite the acknowledged importance of product
managers, they often develop expertise on the changing roles in the company [80].
Earlier studies have indicated that the increasing number of requirements
challenges product management in RE and release planning tasks [83]. Studies on
the over-scoping of product releases have been identified, causing challenges for
RE and leading to project management risks. The consequences of over-scoping
may be crucial for a company, since quality issues, project delays and customer
dissatisfaction are highlighted as negative effects [84]. It has been suggested that
the negative effects of over-scoping could be mitigated by employing agile
practices [85]. However, according to Bjarnason et al., in spite of applying an agile
RE approach, product management can still have issues with over-scoping [86],
[87]. Clearly, there is a need to develop new ways to cope with the constant inflow
of requirements and manage requirement databases [54].
2.1.4 Software architecture and software architects
Software architecture forms the foundation for creating a software system. The
objective of software architecture design is to offer a cohesive view of the system
and its behaviour [88]. Software architecture design is inherently complex, and its
complexity continues to increase due to the necessity of addressing various
stakeholder concerns [89] that may conflict with the goals of software system
development. Software architecture design is primarily the software architect’s
responsibility [90]; however, the active involvement of stakeholders, such as
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software developers, product managers and customers, is crucial to improve the
understanding of the criteria that the architecture has to meet. Software architecture
design decisions are mainly based on architecturally significant requirements that
are critical for shaping systems architecture [91]. Architecturally significant
requirements can be either functional or non-functional requirements, but in
practice, most are non-functional requirements due to their ability to affect the
whole software system [92].
In a way, software architects are the end users of the information that is
gathered during requirements elicitation and further elaborated during other RE
phases. Thus, RE and software architecture design are closely connected, and
prioritising requirements can affect the architecture design; and, vice versa, the
choices made with regard to implementation alternatives can affect the possibility
of satisfying the requirements [93], [94]. Including architectural views in
requirement specifications has been suggested as a way to improve the
understanding of the resistance to change and the consistency, comparability and
feasibility of the requirements [95]. According to [96] by including software
architecture considerations in RE, analysts could elicit 10% more architecturally
significant requirements, 10% more “important” requirements, 7% more
crosscutting requirements and more implementation and interoperability
requirements in general.
2.1.5 Requirement screening principles and process
The key principle of a requirement screening process is to quickly assess each new
requirement to decide whether or not it is worth spending more time on [51]. The
goal of establishing an efficient screening process is to ensure that resources are
used from the very beginning of RE for the requirements that will eventually be
implemented [37]. A corresponding approach to screening is proposed in [50] and
referred to as “requirement triage”. The principles of requirement triage have been
adopted from the medical field to quickly categorise requirements into three classes
based on their criticality.
The underlying theory for screening and triage relies on requirement
prioritisation, as typically the number of requirements is greater than what can be
implemented in a single release [56]. The decision-making task is not a trivial one
since (especially at the beginning) RE requirements are often incomplete, and
different stakeholders have divergent priorities and even conflicting expectations
[97].
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2.1.6 Needs, features and requirements
It has been argued in [98] that the generic term “requirement” should be split into
three categories – needs, features and requirements – of which the needs belong to
the problem domain and the features and requirements to the solution domain, as
illustrated in Fig. 2. Needs are “raw requirements” that describe the needs of
customers, users or other stakeholders or the needs derived from standards or other
relevant input documentation in terms of the problem domain – that is, in the
language of the user or customer [98]. A raw requirement is one that has not yet
been processed as a well-formed requirement [44]. Alongside the “raw” term, the
literature acknowledges the following requirements as well: “goal-level”, “problem
domain-level”, “solution domain-level” and “design-level” requirements [30]. A
typical approach is to categorise requirements as functional and non-functional,
which are also referred to as quality attributes [3]. Furthermore, requirements may
be considered to address either products or processes [31], [99]. These definitions
are based on the following principles: 1) the source of the requirement and 2) the
target of the requirement or the abstraction level of the requirement.
It is easy for a reader to get lost in the jungle of terminology, as the terms listed
above imply a tacit knowledge of domains. In the context of this research, it is not
feasible to use “need” and “raw requirement” for those inquiries that customers
present to software intensive system developers for two main reasons. First, needs
in general exist without engagement with a software intensive system developer,
but when a need is expressed, it is recorded in a solution domain documentation
system and becomes an entity that has to be handled and answered. Second, (raw)
requirements cause confusion, since the term “requirement” alone in the current
literature and practice is used as a synonym for a problem domain need, a solution
domain recorded need, a requirement specification and so on. Therefore, in this
research, the term request is used to indicate those inquiries that stakeholders
formally present to software intensive system developers, like using tools to
communicate requests to be analysed and solved by system providers.
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Fig. 2. Needs, features and requirements adapted from McEwen [98].

In addition to introducing the term request, the order of features and requirements
in Fig. 2 are reversed in Fig. 3. The rationale for the change is that once requests
are communicated to a system provider, the task of analysis begins. The purpose of
the analysis process is to understand what is actually required – that is, what the
requirements are. While requests from various sources are analysed, the
interdependencies between the requirements derived may be identified. This
enables the grouping of requirements into logical sets called features. Therefore,
by implementing one feature, it is possible to satisfy one or more customer need(s).
Based on this reasoning, Fig. 2 is updated as depicted in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Needs, request, requirements and features.
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3

Research problem and research questions

This thesis is based on research activities carried out in two case companies. Case
company A is a large globally operating systems provider, and case company B is
a medium-sized enterprise providing software and services for companies and
consumers. The RE practices and activities utilised in case company A follow
generally recognised RE phases [99]. However, in a large organisation, processes
are not as simple as they are typically presented in the literature [31], [30], but there
are several parallel, continuous and interconnected processes. In case company A
requirements development and management activities actually include a series of
parallel and continuous processes that are carried out by several different
disciplines. There are five units in case company B with some development
dependencies between the units, but typically dependencies are only between two
units at a time. Within-unit synchronisation between teams working in different
locations is often needed.
The scope of this research is a requirement screening process that covers
requirements management and development activities from analysing requests up
to feature implementation, thus the requirement screening process is a part of the
general RE process. The requirement screening process also includes a feature
specification task. During the requirement screening process, the gathered requests
are analysed, and those considered valuable and reasonably business savvy from
the perspective of stakeholders will be selected and bundled into features. The
requirement screening process has been studied by interviewing several
stakeholders representing different viewpoints. The information needs for
requirements selection have been defined through the data gathered from RE
analysts and product managers. The requirements elicitation phase provides
information for the requirement screening process. The quality and content of the
data have been studied from customer relations and DfX concept viewpoints. The
requirement screening process can be seen as a decision-making, filtering or
selection process [4], [100], [51].
To build satisfactory requirements architectures, the gathered data from
stakeholders must meet the needs of the subsequent phases of systems development.
Furthermore, the data must be gathered systematically from all stakeholders to
enable commensurable information content for decision making. The research lies
in the realm of RE and focuses on requirements analysis and management. Case
company A operates in VLSRE and case company B in LSRE modes. While case
company A has development teams and other functions distributed globally, case
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company B develops its products in three countries. Distributed development led
to challenges in coordinating work across sites, spanning national, linguistic and
cultural obstacles [101]. The research addresses communication challenges
regarding requirements analysis and management by developing a requirements
architecting method for VLSRE [42]. The requirements architecting method
includes a dynamic requirement template, which provides structured information
content for requests, requirements and features analysed and managed in the
requirement screening process. Alongside the dynamic requirement template a new
way of working, including guidance, was proposed. A prototype tool was created
to validate the developed requirements architecting method in case company A.
Research problem: The research problem in this study was to determine what
information should be gathered in requirements elicitation and how that
information should be documented to enable the efficient filtering of valuable
requests and to provide a reliable basis for selecting features to be developed in the
context of VLSRE and distributed development. In this context, a valuable
requirement is defined as one that most likely provides added value for customers
and a positive business impact for a solution provider.
Research questions:
RQ1 What are the challenges faced by key stakeholders in VLSRE?
RQ2 What is requirements architecture in VLSRE?
RQ3 What are the means of overcoming the identified challenges?
RQ4 How can requirements management practices be improved in a
VLSRE context?
RQ5 How can decision making be supported in a VLSRE context?
The first research question seeks to identify and describe the challenges
stakeholders typically face in a VLSRE context. The second research question aims
to define requirements architecture in a VLSRE context. The objective of the third
research question is to identify applicable ways to address the identified challenges.
The fourth question explores the requirement management practices that can be
deployed in industry. Finally, the fifth question aims to identify means to support
decision making in a VLSRE context.
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4

Research approach and methods

Two methodological approaches were applied in this research: case study and
action research. The purpose of the case studies conducted in different companies
was to explore phenomena in an industrial context. Most of the cases were carried
out in a VLSRE setting; in case company A, more precisely, the requirement
screening process and related stakeholders were addressed. The action research
method was utilised for developing a requirement architecting method as a solution
to overcome the challenges identified in case company A. To assess the validity of
the developed requirements architecting method, a prototype tool was created as
well. In addition to these, a complementary case study was conducted in an LSRE
setting in case company B to understand software architecture design challenges in
greater detail.
In the chosen approach, the state-of-the-art literature was combined and
compared with the industrial needs identified in the case companies. The action
research cycles, case studies and publications I–V included in this thesis are
depicted in Fig. 4. This research contributes to the scientific body of knowledge in
the form of a developed requirements architecting method.

Fig. 4. The timeline of the conducted case studies.
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4.1

Action research and case studies in software engineering

A systematic literature review [102] of nine major software engineering journals
and conferences resulted in only 16 studies that could be classified as action
research. Many papers did not describe the details of their data collection, the length
of the study or the number of action research cycles. However, the authors claim
that most of the studies included only one cycle [102]. For example, a study [103]
on the knowledge of software process improvements obtained during five software
development projects was reported as longitudinal action research. However, in
[103] the duration of each project was between six and nine weeks. In two of the
publications, [104] and [105], the action research method was used, and the latter
[105] claimed that action research was considered a type of case study. Another
study, which lasted 19 months, was published as a longitudinal case study [106].
Multiple case studies and the action research method are related. One cycle of
action research may be conducted as a case study, so the software engineering case
study guidelines are applicable to the realisation of action research cycles,
especially the research part of the cycle [107]. Furthermore, in software engineering
research, case studies often aim for improvement, as in action research [108]. The
diversity of action research methods in information systems [109] allows for my
research to be positioned in the field. The characteristics of action research that
resemble my research efforts varied, case by case. The research process model used
was iterative and linear, and the structure was fluid. A fluid structure means that,
for example, activities may be defined quite loosely and many actions may be
carried out simultaneously [109].
In most of the cases, my involvement has been facilitative. The primary goals
of this research can be looked at from different viewpoints: the case companies
seek organisational development, and, as a researcher, I aim for individual learning
and scientific knowledge. Based on the characteristics of information systems (IS)
action research [109], my research best fulfils the criteria of soft systems
methodology and clinical field study. However, it also shares some similarities with
participant observation, action learning and process consultant research.
Each case study was designed, conducted and reported by applying guidelines
for reporting case studies in software engineering [107]. The design phase included
defining the case, its objectives and the research questions to be answered. In
addition, during the design phase, the theoretical background, research methods
and sources for collecting information were chosen. The preparation phase
included the development of a data collection instrument (e.g. questionnaire) for
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gathering empirical data, for example, through interviews. In the preparation phase,
decisions were made regarding who should be interviewed, for example, and an
agreement was made on procedures and schedules. During the collection phase, the
data were gathered according to the plan and by utilising the data collection
instrument developed. The collected data may be categorised as first-degree data,
such as transcripts of interviews; second-degree data, such as meeting records that
were not recorded specifically for the case; and third-degree data, such as company
documentation and literature. The analysis phase included a comparison of
empirical evidence to the existing literature and archival material, the latter of
which was provided by the case companies and by interviewees. The results of the
cases have been reported for two main audiences: case companies and academics.
The transmission of information to the case companies was achieved by organising
seminars to present and discuss the results and by writing company (confidential)
technical reports. The academic audience was reached through writing and
publishing scientific papers in international conferences and journals.
There are two other research approaches, design research [110] and action
design research [111], that are also motivated by business needs and resemble the
chosen approach. Both the design science research and action design research aim
to solve a practical problem identified in practice, as is the case with this research.
For example, in design science the purpose is to design and produce an artefact that
solves a scoped (pre-defined) practical problem. At the beginning of this
longitudinal action research, a well-scoped practical problem could not be defined.
Indeed, exploratory case studies were conducted to define challenges in detail to
develop solutions for a complex and vague context. The action design research
method was developed to respond to the shortcomings identified in design research
and action research. Action design research has an objective similar to that of
design research, but it also includes a continuous evaluation aspect similar to action
research. It also predefines the roles for each participant or group, and the
development effort is typically performed by practitioners who represent the same
company as the end users. Both design research and action design research aim to
generalise the results for building theories in IS. Even though one of the objectives
of this research was to develop a solution to overcome practical problems identified
in case company A, each individual case was designed as a standalone case study.
Furthermore, the development effort of the solution was a joint effort with case
company representatives and researchers. Finally, this research did not intend to
create a theory, even though the generalisation possibilities have been considered
within each case study conducted. Due to these fundamental reasons, this research
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approach is neither design research nor action design research but instead a
combination of case studies and action research.
4.2

Description of the primary case companies

For this thesis, research was conducted in two primary case companies: A and B.
Case company A is a business-to-business operating enterprise in the ICT industry.
The company provides an extensive portfolio of software intensive systems to the
global market, and its customers number in the hundreds. The customers are an
important source of requirements. The system development is done in several
parallel and interconnected processes. Some of the processes are more hardware
oriented, utilising traditional engineering approaches, while the rest are more
related to software. The development is done in releases, which include both new
features and enhancements of the existing ones. Requirements engineering in case
company A easily exceeds the definition of VLSRE [42].
Case company B has more than 900 employees in 25 offices worldwide. The
company carries out product development activities mainly in three countries. The
company is structured into business lines that operate as independent entities, with
profit and loss responsibilities. Each business line has a flat hierarchy of teams that
are mostly organised based on projects. Individual teams are typically selforganising and consist of four to eight people. While teams are free to operate
according to their own agendas, they might have to interact and align with other
teams, depending on the nature of the project. The teams utilise agile development
principles by tailoring them to fit their needs. Some teams have their own architect
or Scrum master, but this is not the case for every team. The scale of the
requirement engineering in case company B meets the criteria of LSRE [42].
4.3

The longitudinal action research conducted

The phenomena to be investigated in case company A were complex due to the
number of stakeholders involved and the interconnected processes and
multidimensional organisational structure. Throughout the research, several
parallel and consecutive case studies were carried out. An underlying goal of each
case was to improve the requirement screening process. The detailed objectives of
each case study were agreed upon during planning. Although research on various
stakeholders has followed the principles of case studies [107], the overall research
approach taken was fundamentally action research [112].
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The activities are described in three major phases. Phase 1 – Diagnosing
includes four cases: Design for eXcellence (DfX), Design for testability (DfT),
requirement screening (RS) and order delivery (OD). These stakeholders were
engaged in research as they had or were presumed to have been directly involved
with the RS process. Then, Phase 2 – Action research cycles explains in detail the
incremental development of the dynamic requirement template, a new way of
working and a prototype tool, which was developed to validate the proposed
improvements. Phase 3 – Continuous deployment includes three major activities:
the integration of new ways of working in case company A and their internal
product management tool improvement as well as conducting complementary case
studies. The phases and their relationships are illustrated in Fig. 5. In this figure,
Case 4: Order delivery in Phase 1 is greyed out, as the conducted study showed
that actually it did not have a direct connection with the RS process. In addition,
product management tool improvement in Phase 3 is greyed out, since the
researchers were not involved in the company’s internal improvement project.
However, these activities are included in the figure as they help to illustrate the
research context in its entirety and are important parts of the whole. The subsections
describe the research activities carried out in each of the three major phases. Phases
1 and 2 are part of the research effort carried out under the ITEA ITEI2 project,
while Phase 3 was started during ITEI and then continued under the ITEA
AMALTHA3 project. Throughout the case studies, relevant literature relating to the
empirical evidence was studied. The main goal of Phase 1 was to identify and
understand the challenges of requirement screening. Phase 2 focused on
incrementally developing solutions to the identified challenges, and in Phase 3 the
solutions were deployed in the organisation.

2

ITEI: Information Technologies supporting the Execution of Innovation Projects,
https://itea3.org/project/itei.html
3
AMALTHEA: Model Based Open Source Development Environment for Automotive Multi Core
Systems, https://itea3.org/project/amalthea.html
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Fig. 5. The phases of the action research conducted.
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The composition of the action research team is illustrated in Fig 6. The University
of Oulu (University A) and case company A were involved in Phase 1. Members
from Tampere University of Technology (University B) joined the team during
Phase 2. The number of professors, researchers, students and experts involved
varied throughout the study. The utilisation of action research yields findings and
new research themes as results [112]. Based on the characteristics of action research
described in [109], the process model was iterative, and the structure was fluid. The
company strove for organisational improvements in terms of its practices and
systems/tools, while the researchers’ primary aim was to create new knowledge in
the area of RE. The researchers worked in close collaboration with the company.
Some of the tasks (including immediate problem solving) were assigned to the
researchers, and others were assigned to the practitioners. The team members were
physically located in their “home” institutions, but they regularly met face-to-face
and through an e-meeting system. Matters were also discussed over the phone and
through e-mail as needed.

Fig. 6. The composition of action research team.
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4.3.1 Phase 1 – Diagnosing
The goal of the diagnosing phase was to determine, understand and describe the
problem [109]. Diagnosing in this research was performed by carrying out four
different cases using a case study research method. Of these, three provided the
most valuable results related to the development of a dynamic requirement template.
Data from Case 1_ DfX were used in writing publications I and II. Data from Case
2: RS and Case 3: DfT were utilised when developing solutions such as a dynamic
requirement template. The fourth, Case 4: Order delivery, addressed a case
company A internal stakeholder and one of the processes that was presumed to be
connected with the RS process. However, this process was eventually found to not
be directly connected with the requirement screening process – that is, it did not
produce requests or set constraints for the RS process. The cases and number of
interviews per case are listed in Table 1. The purpose of the case studies was to
understand the viewpoints of different stakeholders regarding requirement
screening practices and the challenges they faced with regard to the requirement
screening process. Different analysis procedures were applied in the conducted case
studies. For example, in Case 1: DfX the data were analysed in two steps. At first,
the data were analysed per each DfX discipline to understand, for example, the
requirements flow, the stakeholders and the challenges from the viewpoint of each
discipline. Then the data were analysed from the viewpoint of different functions,
such as processes, services and R&D. The first case study lasted six months and
was followed by three concurrent case studies lasting six months. Altogether, phase
1 lasted one year. At this point, it became clear that one action research cycle was
not sufficient for developing a solution to the challenges identified. Of the papers
included in this thesis, publication I and also partially publication II are based on
this phase.
4.3.2 Phase 2 – Action research cycles
In phase 2, the action research cycles were carried out. The goal of the second phase
was to iteratively develop a model (the dynamic requirement template) for the
challenges identified. The overall duration of this phase was two years.
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Table 2. The list of cases and conducted interviews in the diagnosing phase.
Cases

Case details
Interviewees

The average experience of

Records

participants
Case 1: Design for

20

10 years

Transcribed

9

12 years

Transcribed

Case 3: Design for testability

14

13 years

Transcribed

Case 4: Order handling

13

9 years

Transcribed

45 meetings/

N/A

Yes

eXcellence)
Case 2: Requirement
screening

Action research team

workshops

Cycle 1
Action planning. At first, it was decided that the lessons learned from the
diagnosing phase would be synthesised to form an overview of the requirement
documentation practices of the company. The main data sources of this phase were
interview transcriptions, meeting notes and example documents provided by case
company A. The scientific literature and the results of former studies conducted
internally in case company A were also studied.
Action taking. The researchers used material gathered during the action
planning phase to create the first version of the dynamic requirement template as a
Microsoft Excel file. At this point, the data in the template were structured into five
major entities: basic data, business data, stakeholders, technical data and
constraining factors. Each entity included a number of attributes that described
requirement details. Examples of these attributes are “request short description”
and “acceptance criteria”. The advancement of the dynamic requirement template
was followed in 10 biweekly meetings with case company A representatives. In
addition, three workshops were organised.
Evaluating. The dynamic requirement template was evaluated through
qualitative interviews. Five customer relations experts (cf. Table 2) participated in
the interviews. The experts were asked to assess each requirement attribute using
specified numerical values. The purpose of the assessment was to learn a) whether
it would make sense to record customer requirements with the given attributes, b)
whether it was possible to provide the information indicated as requirement
attributes and c) if so, with what effort. The interview data were analysed from the
viewpoint of the process (defined and actual) as well as the information content
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elicited from customers. In addition to collecting feedback about the dynamic
requirement template, the interviews provided valuable insight into customer
requirements elicitation practices, the information that is collected and how this
information is documented.
Specifying learning. The data from the evaluation were analysed and presented
by the researchers in a workshop for the employees of case company A. It was
understood that the dynamic requirement template was a good starting point but
that it could not encompass the diversity of the incoming requirements. The
managers of the action research team decided that the further development of the
dynamic requirement template should be divided into several research threads to
gain a more in-depth understanding of the data content to be included in the
template and to divide the workload between several researchers. The threads were
business reasoning, technical details, stakeholder analysis and work support. The
results of each thread were to be communicated to case company A in weekly
meetings and workshops. The duration of the first cycle was six months.
Table 3. The list of participants in the interviews and meetings.
Participants
Customer relations
Action research team

Phase 2 Cycle 1 details
Actions

The average experience of informants

Records

5 interviews

3 years

Transcribed

13 meetings/ workshops

N/A

Yes

Cycle 2
Action planning. The plan for the second cycle was to continue developing the
dynamic requirement template through the identified research threads. The
synthesis of individual threads would be combined into the second version of the
template. An overall solution for improving requirement screening practices in case
company A would include the development of context-dependent guidance as well.
The second version of the template would be assessed using the requirements
provided by a number of DfX disciplines.
Action taking. The development of the second version of the template was
continued in individual interviews. The researchers familiarised themselves with
company A’s documentation regarding business analyses, technical analyses,
process definitions and requirement descriptions. In addition, literature reviews
were conducted on stakeholder analysis and workflow, for example. Weekly
meetings with case company A were continued.
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Evaluating. Representatives of two DfX disciplines (DfE: Design for
Environment and DfT: Design for Testability) participated in the evaluation of the
second version of the dynamic requirement template. One representative provided
high-level information about requirements data, while the other provided a welldefined example of a requirement description. The task was performed in the series
of workshops facilitated by the author. Audio recordings from the workshops were
used to list comments the participants made about data fields, provided written
guidance and the feasibility of the template. Observations during the workshops
were written as notes, and these were combined with the data from the audio
recordings to improve the dynamic requirement template. This cycle included six
interviews that aimed to study DfX requirements definition practices. The data
from these interviews were cross-analysed with company process documentation
as well as with data and findings from Case 1. At the end of the second cycle, four
product management representatives participated in qualitative interviews. The
purpose of the interviews was to discover the challenges faced by product managers
regarding the requirement screening process. The focus was on information and
decision-making aspects of requirements screening. A summary of the actions in
the second cycle is provided in Table 3. The NVivo4 software tool was utilised for
analysing data from product management interviews. The transcribed interview
files were imported in NVivo using the auto-coding option, which was set to follow
the interview questionnaire structure. These pre-structured data were then coded by
themes, such as process phases and challenges.
Table 4. The summary of actions in Cycle 2.
Participants

Phase 2 Cycle 2 details
Interviewees

The average experience of

Records

participants
Evaluation Design for

3 workshops

10 years

Yes

3 workshops

2 years

Yes

Environment
Evaluation Design for
Testability
DfX process

6 interviews

11 years

Transcribed

Product managers

4 interviews

11 years

Transcribed

Action research team

13 meetings/

N/A

Yes

workshops

4

http://www.qsrinternational.com/products_nvivo.aspx
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Specifying learning. Paper pilots of the second version of the dynamic requirement
template provided the proof of concept of the applicability of the template and
introduced new ways of working. Interviews with product managers showed that
the information in the template met the needs of the requirement screening process.
However, it was understood that appropriate guidance must be provided as well. In
addition, to enhance technology transfer, the validation of the dynamic requirement
template and new way of working needed to be performed in a more realistic
manner. Therefore, a conceptual model for the new requirement screening practices
was created and used to develop a prototype tool, which would be used for
industrial validation of the proposed improvements. Scientific articles were written
based on the findings of the third cycle, including publication III and part of
publication IV. The duration of the second cycle was one and a half years.
Cycle 3
Action planning. The plan was to divide the validation of the dynamic requirement
template and the development of the prototype tool into three steps based on
defined RE items – request, requirement and feature – which are in line with
requirement screening process decision points DP0, DP2 and DP3. In other words,
the third cycle was a small action research effort in itself. While the first part was
tested with the practitioners, the development of the second part was done in
parallel. Besides developing the prototype and fixing bugs, the guidance for using
the template with context-aware rationale for new ways of working was improved.
Action taking. The researchers involved in this part came from the University
of Oulu and Tampere University of Technology. Weekly meetings took place
between the researchers and representatives of case company A. The author was
responsible for observing and guiding the practitioners during prototype testing.
Throughout the research, the researchers from the University of Oulu developed
new ways of working through the research threads, taking into account the notes
and feedback from the observations. The researchers from Tampere University of
Technology were responsible for modelling and coding tasks of the prototype tool.
Evaluating. Representatives from five DfX disciplines (DfE [2 groups], DfT,
DfP: Design for Packaging, DfA: Design for Assembly) participated in the
validation of the requirements architecting method using the prototype tool, which
was developed in three increments. All three steps began with a kick-off meeting
with the practitioners. In these meetings, the data to be recorded in each step were
introduced, and the prototype tool increment was presented. The testing itself was
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done during two or three meetings with representatives from each DfX discipline.
The practitioners worked independently, and the author mainly observed the flow
of work and took notes about necessary improvements and bugs in the prototype,
for example. The meetings were mostly face-to-face, but one of the representatives
participated via an e-meeting system. The researchers from the University of Oulu
and Tampere University of Technology met on an as-needed basis but at least once
a week to share gathered experiences and to decide upon actions for the next
increments. At the end of each step, the author presented feedback regarding the
lessons learned to all the DfX disciplines that were established in company A during
the organisation-level monthly meetings. Feedback was also received in these
meetings and the comments were taken into account to revise solution proposals.
The summary of the actions in Cycle 3 is provided in Table 4.
Specifying learning. At the end of the third cycle, the managers of case
company A decided that the developed practice was sufficient and that a prototype
should be developed for an industrial-scale tool that would be part of a designed
work support environment. It was agreed that further development of the prototype
would be done internally within case company A. Scientific articles were written
based on the lessons learned in the pilots regarding the developed practice and tool
[113], [114], [115]. At the end of this six-month cycle, case company A started
progressively deploying the practice and tool. The extensive empirical data
gathered during the research collaboration made it possible to perform several
analyses from different viewpoints.
4.3.3 Phase 3 – Continuous deployment
In Phase 3, the researchers’ involvement in case company A gradually decreased.
However, co-operation with case company A continued throughout the duration of
the case studies conducted in other companies under international R&D projects.
After the proof of concept had been accepted and the dynamic requirement template
had been validated in prototype tool supported pilots, continuous deployment
began. In other words, case company A started an internal improvement project to
implement applicable enhancements to the globally used product management tool
to support decision making. Together with product management tool development,
the training for the new practice was implemented unit by unit and team by team.
In addition, the group of researchers continued working on the prototype tool,
which was eventually developed for use as a commercial tool.
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During the continuous deployment phase in case company A, a case study
addressing software architecture challenges was conducted. The results of the case
study have been published in publication IV. Besides case company A, two other
companies and a software consultant participated in the interviews. The other
companies are small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). The first focuses on
the full development cycle and maintenance of complex software solutions, and the
other is oriented toward adapting various tool environments to the specific needs
of the client organisations. The software consultant engaged has an in-depth
practical knowledge of software architectures. The interviews done in the SME
companies and with the software consultant expanded the view on software
architecture practices in industry. The thematic analysis of the interview data was
done in a three-step process. At first explicitly mentioned challenges and known
issues in software architecture design were highlighted. These highlighted parts
were re-coded and organised into categories based on commonalities in the
underlying causes of the challenges. Lastly, the findings from the data were
interpreted based on the researchers’ experience in field.
Table 5. The summary of actions in Cycle 3.
Evaluation

Steps and details
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Average experience of

Records

informants
Design for

4 workshops

Environment 1
Design for

2 workshops

Environment 2
Design for Testability
Design for Packaging
Design for Assembly
Design for

1 workshop
3 workshops
3 workshops

3

2

workshops

workshops

2

2

workshops

workshops

3

2

workshops

workshops

2

2

workshops

workshops

11 years

Yes

10 years

Yes

3 years

Yes

20 years

Yes

20 years

Yes

2

2

workshops

workshops

2 meetings

1 meeting

1 meeting

N/A

No

8 meetings/

7 meetings 6 meetings

N/A

Yes

eXcellence
Action research team

workshops
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4.4

The case study in company B

The motivation for conducting a case study in company B emerged from the aim
of obtaining a more comprehensive view of the aspects of software architecture and
going beyond VLSRE. The objective of the case study was to understand what
kinds of challenges requirements volatility pose for software architecture design in
an LSRE setting. The details of the case study are described in publication V. The
data collection was done using a semi-structured thematic interview guide [116].
Five units and 15 interviewees from three different company B sites took part in
the case study. The case is one of multiple case studies conducted in five different
companies in three countries during ITEA MERgE.5 To carry out a systematic data
analysis, NVivo software was utilised. The transcribed audio files were imported
in the tool structuring data based on the thematic interview guide used in the
interviews. Then the data were re-coded based on the research questions as well as
the themes emerging during the analysis process.
4.5

A method to evaluate the rigour and relevance of the research

A method to evaluate the rigor and relevance of technology evaluations was
published in [15]. The method was validated by a full systematic literature review
of technology evaluations in RE. In the model, aspects related to rigour, such as
context, study design and validity, are evaluated based on how the research efforts
are described in the reviewed articles. All the aspects are graded as 0 (no
description), 0.5 (partial description) or 1 (good description). Relevance, on the
other hand, is evaluated by the following aspects: subjects, context, scale and
research method. These are graded as 0 (does not contribute to relevance) or 1
(contributes to relevance). In total, 349 articles were evaluated in the systematic
literature review. Of those, 116 were graded as 0 with respect to both rigour and
relevance. Only six articles received full grades. In nine articles, the applied
research approach was action research. None of the articles using action research
received grades in the top quarter [15]. This model was utilised in the research to
evaluate the relevance of the action research conducted. The results of this
assessment are described in Chapter 6.

5 MERgE: Multi-Concerns Interactions System Engineering, https://itea3.org/project/merge.html
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5

Results

The purpose of this chapter is to give an overview of the original papers included
in the thesis and present the results of the longitudinal action research conducted.
The descriptions of the original papers focus on the motivation for the cases and
their main contributions. The relationships between the research questions posed in
this thesis and the publications that contribute to answering them are presented in
Table 5. Each paper is linked to the research phases and case studies that were
described in Chapter 4.
Table 6. The relationship between the publications and research questions.
Research question

Paper

Phase (Px): Case

RQ1: What are the

PI

P1: Case 1

challenges faced by key

PII

P1: Case 1 & P2: Cycle 2 DfX process

stakeholders in a VLSRE?

PIII

P2: Cycle 2 Product management (PM)

PIV

P2: Cycle 2 PM & P3: Cont. depl. SW architects

PV

P3: Case company B study

RQ2: What is requirements

PIII

P2: Cycle 2 Product management

architecture in VLSRE?

PIV

P2: Cycle 2 PM & P3: Cont. depl. SW architects
Thesis

RQ3: What are the means of PI

P1: Case 1

overcoming the identified

PII

P1: Case 1 & P2: Cycle 2 DfX process

challenges?

PIV

P2: Cycle 2 PM & P3: Cont. depl. SW architects

PV

P3: Case company B study

RQ4: How can requirements PI

P1: Case 1

management practices be

PII

P1: Case 1 & P2: Cycle 2 DfX process

improved in a VLSRE

PV

P3: Case company B study

context?
RQ5: How can decision

Thesis

making be supported in a
VLSRE context?

5.1

An overview of the original publications included in the thesis

5.1.1 Publication I: A new way to organise DfX in a large
organisation
This case was the starting point for the co-operative research on studying the
requirement screening process and its stakeholders in case company A. The DfX
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disciplines had been identified as important stakeholders of the requirement
screening process, and different DfX disciplines were found to be facing challenges
related to requirements communication. However, the relationship between DfX
processes and the requirement screening process was not initially clear.
Furthermore, it was noticed that there were some issues related to the requirements
flow in case company A. Thus, it was important to study how DfX was organised
in case company A to understand whether DfX approaches provide the means for
coping with constant time pressures and changing requirements while also
producing high-quality products.
The purpose of Case 1 was to study the concept of DfX from a software
engineering viewpoint, since DfX requirements are traditionally related to the
hardware side of product development. The purpose was to identify bottlenecks in
requirement communication regarding the requirement screening process. Case 1
revealed that DfX is organised in the case company in a unique way (cf. publication
I), thereby contributing scientific knowledge from an organisational viewpoint. The
findings of Case 1 motivated discussions of managerial views [79], historical
aspects [67] and sustainability [70]. An important finding was that aspects related
to product development hardware dominated the DfX literature. However, in
systems engineering hardware design decisions affect software design and vice
versa. Since hardware and software are interconnected, they cannot be built in
isolation. Thus, DfX requirements were introduced to software development and
the requirement screening process. This case study motivated a research thread
related to stakeholder aspects [113] and challenged traditional requirements
documentation practices [117]. The main contribution of this paper is its
identification of a novel way of organising DfX in the development context, where
hardware and software can no longer be treated in isolation. Publication I is one of
the results of Phase 1 (diagnosing) of the longitudinal action research. The case
contributed to the development of the dynamic requirement template and new ways
of working by pointing out directions for further studies and by improving our
understanding of the variety of requirements that had to be treated in the
requirement screening process.
5.1.2 Publication II: Design for eXcellence in the context of Very
Large-Scale Requirements Engineering
The first DfX case focused on understanding the concept of DfX. This was
continued with the DfT study, where the objective was to understand issues related
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to testing and especially those caused by shortcomings in the elicitation and
analysis phases of RE. Based on the results of those cases, it was understood that
DfX disciplines have a structured approach to defining their requirements. The
results motivated a revisiting of the data to explore whether the RE process in a
VLSRE setting actually means a series of RE processes within a large organisation.
Besides the original 20 interviews, an additional six interviews with three experts
were conducted. The additional interviews were conducted to form a better
understanding of the process of formulating DfX requirements in a VLSRE context.
The interviews provided a rich picture of DfX practices related to requirements
definitions. The data were revisited together with the earlier DfX cases. The
findings of these cases are explained in publication II. The additional interviews
particularly contributed to depicting the DfX process and formed the basis for the
VLSRE framework. Publication II is partially the result of the first phase
(diagnosing) and the second phase (action research Cycle 2) of the action research
conducted. The contribution of this paper is threefold. It describes a DfX RE
process in a VLSRE context, identifies challenges related to the process and
proposes a conceptual VLSRE framework to address the identified challenges.
5.1.3 Publication III: Managing constant flow of requirements:
Screening challenges in Very Large-Scale Requirements
Engineering
The preceding case studies, including the ones published in publications I and II,
addressed the stakeholders who set the requirements to be processed in the
requirement screening process. In addition, information issues and decisionmaking aspects were studied in the requirement screening case during the
diagnosing phase (cf. Fig. 5). In the second phase of the action research conducted
(Cycle 2), an exploratory case study was conducted to understand how product
managers cope with the constant high inflow rate of requirements. The topic of
scaling the requirements engineering process had been discussed earlier, mainly in
the context of market-driven development. This case study resulted in a description
of an industrial requirement screening process, which was established to manage
requirements in a VLSRE context. In addition, it was possible to identify practical
management challenges during the requirement screening process. Based on the
product management interviews, the decision making practices became better
understood, which in turn helped to structure the business-related information
content of a requirement based on the process steps.
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5.1.4 Publication IV: Customised choreography and requirement
template models as a means for addressing software
architects’ challenges
In the third phase, continuous deployment, the research was continued by further
studying issues related to the definition of software architecture. The software
architects use requirements to design software architecture for a system. Thus, they
are one of the key stakeholders of the requirement screening process. The objective
of this case study was to understand the challenges software architects encounter
during the software development lifecycle of a software architecture design. The
goal was also to develop domain-specific models as solution proposals to overcome
the challenges identified. The study identified four main challenge categories, all
consisting of a number of practical challenges. A dynamic requirement template
was developed to overcome challenges related to information mismatches between
software architects and stakeholders, such as customer relations people, who often
lack technical knowledge. The other domain-specific model was a choreography
model developed to address challenges on a systems level. This case contributed to
the development of the dynamic requirement template by providing an
understanding of how to structure the technical parts of requirements content and
how to collect the necessary information from the time of the request initiation.
5.1.5 Publication V: Requirements volatility in software architecture
design: An exploratory case study
One of the challenges identified in publication IV related to the fact that software
architecture design is created in uncertain conditions, where the available
information is not necessarily reliable. During the third phase, a complementary
case study was initiated in case company B. The purpose of the exploratory case
study was to study the phenomenon of requirements volatility in software
architecture design. The objective was to gain a more comprehensive
understanding of the interplay of requirements engineering and software
architecture design. As a result of this study the factors causing requirements
volatility in an LSRE context were revealed. The study also revealed challenges
that requirements volatility poses to software architecture design. The paper
discusses the means of overcoming the identified challenges based on the existing
literature in regard to the empirical data gathered from case company B. This case
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study improved our understanding of the consequences of an inadequate
requirement engineering process later on in the development process.
5.2

The results of the longitudinal action research

This section discusses the findings from the action research conducted (phases 1–
3) and the case studies. Emphasis is placed on the action research cycles and the
development of the dynamic requirement template as well as on the VLSRE
practices. The cases, explained earlier in this chapter when describing the original
publications, are mentioned only briefly.
5.2.1 Findings from Phase 1 – Diagnosing
The first case in Phase 1 addressed the DfX concept. Publication I and largely also
publication II are based on Case 1: DfX. Since the details of the case are included
in sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, which provide overviews for publications I and II, the
details are not repeated here.
Case 2: Requirement screening
The purpose of the second case was to understand requirement screening activities.
The interview questions addressed four major topics: requirement types; processing
and prioritisation; tools and documents; and stakeholders and communication. A
few questions specifically addressed aspects of DfX. One aim was to discover how
DfX requirements are seen from the perspective of requirement screening experts.
It was found that a basic principle of the requirement screening process corresponds
to the ideas presented in [51] and [50]. The types of requirements varied from small
changes to those leading to a new set of features. The descriptions of the
requirements ranged from a few sentences to full technical specifications.
Consequently, the requirements were not systematically documented or stored, and
appropriate systems-level practices were not established. A global tool intended to
support the requirement screening process was found to be inadequate in terms of
its usability, structure and functionality. These findings initiated a review of the
available requirements management tools and a study on documenting the
attributes of requests, requirements and features. These attributes were utilised in
the development of a requirements architecting method, namely in defining the
content and structure for a dynamic requirement template.
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Case 3: Design for Testability
The third case was run in parallel to Case 2. In this case, DfX viewpoints were
studied further, focusing on one of the X’s testing. It was found that due to changing
requirements (cf. e.g. [3]), information about the criteria against which a system
should be tested is lost. Another important finding was that DfX as a concept was
not well known by requirement screening experts and that its requirements were
typically given low priority. This is because DfX requirements aim for reductions
in lifecycle costs, while customer requirements provide revenues in a shorter period
of time. Thus, the business logic or basis for defining monetary value is completely
different. This discovery led to developing business reasoning data content for a
dynamic requirement template.

Fig. 7. The data blocks in the dynamic requirement template and context-dependent
work support.

The case studies conducted in Phase 1 demonstrated that the systematic
documentation of requirements and communication practices must occur. An
overall concept of the solution (i.e. the first draft of the dynamic requirement
template structure as it was defined at the end of the diagnosing phase) is illustrated
in Fig. 7. It presents the information types that were considered necessary by the
interviewed practitioners as well as the researchers’ analysis of the collected data.
The most of attributes included in a basic data block concerned request, covering
typical information such as short description, initiator and ID. Most of the attributes
in business rationale and stakeholder data blocks related to requirement. Examples
of these attributes were development costs and description of known stakeholders.
The data block of technical details was about feature, and the attributes covered,
for example, system description. The constraining factors covered dependencies
and conflicts, while context depended guidance gave instructions and examples
what kind of information was expected to be provided.
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5.2.2 Findings from Phase 2 – Action research cycles
Cycle 1: The first version of the dynamic requirement template
The first version of the dynamic requirement template was a Microsoft Excel file.
It was based on company material and inspired by the literature (e.g. [3], [118],
[99]). The data covered five major thematic sections, which included specific
attributes as described in Section 4.3.2 Phase 2 – Action research cycles. The
attributes defined the data fields to be filled in by a request initiator. The attributes
were divided into mandatory and optional attributes to ensure that the necessary
information was described, which in turn ensured efficient requirement screening.
There were 18 mandatory attributes and 20 optional attributes. The attributes were
named, and a cell with the data expected to be filled in was provided. In addition,
brief explanatory guidance on the type or form of information that was expected
was included. An example row, Request ID, which was used in the Cycle 1
evaluation step, is provided in Table 6. Mandatory attributes included, for example,
rationale i.e. the reasoning for initiating request, risks and anticipated business
value expressed in a three-level scale. The optional attributes covered, for example,
complexity, test cases and exceptions. In addition, the template included a column
in which to collect a numerical assessment of the mandatory attributes so it could
be used during the interviews with customer relations experts.
Table 7. An illustrative table of the dynamic requirement template used at the beginning
of Cycle 1.
Attribute

Insert/select data here

Request ID

Name of the request. Unique The request needs to be uniquely identified. The request
identification of the request

Short guideline
should include, for example, a name and an identification

will be automatically created number through which the request can be referred.
by tool.

Forward traceability to subsequent phases depends upon
each request having a unique identifier. There needs to be
commonly agreed practice for naming requests.

Customer relations interviews
The purpose of the interviews was to learn which type of information is collected
when a customer is contacted and what is communicated to the requirement
screening process as well as to collect feedback on the template. The interviews
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revealed that a global elicitation process defined by the company is generally
followed, but it is often altered locally. The major difference was the existence of a
person who serves as the main contact for customers. The estimated complexity of
the request influences how many details are gathered from customers. The
respondents explained that the elicitation process should be able to block requests
that do not have any business value. Analysing business factors is a major task
requiring careful consideration and should take into account the viewpoints of both
the company and its customers. It also defines procedures for the critical
requirements of the business.
Table 7 summarises the numerical feedback for the mandatory attributes
included in the dynamic requirement template and groups it by topic. Each of the
attributes was evaluated using the following legend: 0 (already collected), 1 (not
possible to collect), 2 (possible to collect but requires additional effort) and 3
(possible to collect but requires considerably more effort). Basically, the
assessment results suggest that the main topics are discussed with customers in the
elicitation phase. Only technical data were considered possible to collect but
required some additional effort. However, based on the interview data, the
discussion does not necessarily possess the level of detail that is needed for the
requirement screening process. Overall, the results of these interviews gave
positive feedback for the idea of the requirements template and its intended content.
Thus, the research was continued through the following threads: business reasoning,
technical details, stakeholder analysis and work support.
Table 8. Summary of feedback for the first version of the dynamic requirement template.
Data type

Modes, observations and notes.
Mode Observation

Basic data

0

Business

0

Basic textual description is provided. However, the level of details depends on the
individual.

data
Stakeholders

0

Technical

2

data

Each attribute is addressed when customers are contacted, but the documented
details vary greatly.
Customers are recorded, but other relevant stakeholders are not analysed.
Some of the attributes are not currently addressed in customer communication.
Information could be collected, but it would require additional effort.

5.2.3 Cycle 2: Paper piloting – The proof of concept
The dynamic requirement template was elaborated upon based on the experiences
of Cycle 1. At the beginning of Cycle 2, the requirements data were structured in
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four columns in one Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The first column was the name
of the data field, the second was to be filled in during the evaluation, the third gave
short context-dependent guidance and the fourth was used by the researchers to
record their observations during the evaluation and by practitioners to record their
remarks. The first part of the template included administrative data like those
provided in Table 8. This part also included requirement descriptions and
stakeholder and related systems information. A systematic literature review was
conducted on stakeholder understanding [119], and its results were used to create a
stakeholder analysis section for the dynamic requirement template. The stakeholder
analysis section also described the objectives and expected value of a stakeholder.
Examples of other data include system modifications, use cases, risks and businessrelated information.
Table 9. The caption of the template at the beginning of Cycle 2.
Attribute

Request field value

Short guideline

Request ID

R1

Give a unique and explanatory name for the request.

The rest of the data to be recorded were divided into classes according to how the
information should be considered during software development. The first class
covered information related to existing agreements between a customer and
systems provider. The data in this part addressed customer business reasoning and
technical aspects, among other things. The second class made detailed references
to the relevant standards or parts of the standards that had to be followed. The third
class described the dependencies of certain requirements on other requirements,
including what a requirement will affect if implemented. The remaining two classes
included directives and obligations. These classes described companywide
guidelines, laws and regulations.
The paper piloting was a great opportunity to test the developed template and
context aware guidance with real requirements provided by case company A
experts. It was discovered that it is feasible to provide the intended data, but the
attributes in the Excel file were not divided in an optimal way between three RE
items: request, requirement and feature. Thus, based on the experience gained in
the paper piloting step, the template was restructured. Major changes were made to
the template at this point. Some of the results were published in [115]. The action
research team learned that business understanding increases in parallel to the
clarification of technical details. Therefore, the business reasoning related to a
requirement was divided into sections based on the defined decision points of the
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process. To make the first decision (request), product managers had to identify an
opportunity for sales. For the second decision (requirement), added value for the
case company as well as the customer needed to be clarified. For the third decision
(feature), the business reasoning had to be verified. As an example, a part of the
business reasoning information section of the template is illustrated in Table 9.
Other additions to the data were communicated by a new requirement related to a
change to an ongoing product release. In addition to the template, an explanatory
guideline document was created for case company A to rationalise the new method
of working and to describe the necessary concepts and underlying theories.
The results of the DfX interviews were explained in Section 5.1.2. in the
overview of publication II. From the template and practice development point of
view, the DfX continuum interviews yielded valuable insights. Due to the findings
of this case, the constraining factors and request classes were added to the dynamic
requirement template. This case also contributed to the creation of the contextdependent guidance and defined the new way of working.
Cycle 2 also included product management interviews that were conducted to
understand the challenges faced by product managers during the requirement
screening process. The focus was on the information content of requests,
requirements and features as well as decision-making aspects. Publication III is
based on this case study. Publication IV is also partially based on the results of
these interviews. The overviews of the papers are provided in sections 5.1.3 and
5.1.4. The results of this case helped to create a conceptual model for new
requirement practices. The model was used to support the development of the
prototype tool.
Table 10. Example of the basic business reasoning data fields.
Value identified

Request field

Short guideline

value
Business reasoning

.

Feature handler defined
Checklist for early (go-)kill
indicators
Request uniqueness

Yes / No

Is similar request been analysed earlier?

On product roadmap

Yes / No

Check if the corresponding feature is already on the
product roadmap.
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5.2.4 Cycle 3: Validating the method using the prototype tool
After the conceptual model had been created, a prototype tool was developed to
support the testing of the dynamic requirement template and the proposed new
ways of working. The prototype was not the main focus of this research but rather
the means to industrially validate the developed requirements architecting method.
The development and testing of the prototype was done iteratively in three steps
following the logic of the requirements architecting method. The purpose of the
first step was to test the request data fields and basic functionality of the prototype.
The request information content was designed so that a request initiator would be
able to provide the needed data and give enough information to the product
managers to enable an efficient screening process. Based on the request data
product managers should be able to either reject a request or start analysing it in
detail to define the requirements. In the second step, more detailed business data
and identified stakeholders were recorded. In this process, each request led to one
or more requirements, and their dependencies were managed through the simple
list of relations. The requirement information content was intended to provide
enough data to gauge the potential of a requirement from a requirement business
viewpoint. Based on this knowledge, product managers should be able to make a
decision in terms of whether to initiate a detailed technical analysis, which is
performed by the software architects. The third step addressed feature information
content, which included detailed technical descriptions and explained overlaps and
dependencies between requirements. Typically, several requirements were bundled
into one feature proposal, which was then included in the planned release content
list. The prototype testing was successful, and the new way of working was well
received. A decision was made to start a continuous deployment phase where
company A started their internal tool development and the group of researchers
continued working on the prototype tool. Scientific articles were written based on
the lessons learned from the pilots regarding the practices and tool (cf. e.g. [113],
[114], [120]).
5.2.5 Findings from Phase 3 – Continuous deployment
During Phase 3, case company A continued to internally improve the globally used
product management tool by implementing parts of the requirement architecting
method into the tool as they saw fit. Throughout the tool improvement project, the
new ways of working were integrated into the requirement screening process. The
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enhanced product management tool was designed to support model-driven
development. Another round of product management interviews was also
conducted to define the functionality of the industrial-scale tool, for example. The
impact of novel practices was measured. The researchers reviewed the existing
requirement management tools, and the results were published in [121]. The
technical aspects of the requirement data were studied further in case company A,
and complementary interviews were conducted in other companies, too. The case
study on software architectures led to the development of software choreography
models c.f. publication IV and motivated the creation of a domain-specific
language [122].
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6

Discussion

It has been claimed that RE is the most valuable function in systems engineering
[27]. Therefore, its key activities, such as decision making [4], requirements
selection [51], [50], [100] and tool development [13], have been researched widely
over the years. In spite of the available methods and tools, practitioners face
challenges when performing their daily tasks (cf. publication I, publication III, [81].
Longitudinal action research was conducted to explore and develop solutions for
requirement screening challenges in a VLSRE context. As a result, new research
directions, such as stakeholder practices [113], business case analysis [115] and
cognitive work support [114], were identified, studied and reported in published
articles. The most tangible results were the development of the dynamic
requirement template and a novel way of working. The dynamic requirement
template and context-dependent guidance were implemented as a prototype tool,
which was used to validate the dynamic requirement template and contextdependent guidance in an industrial setting by the intended users.
6.1

The challenges of key stakeholders related to the requirement
screening process

The requirement screening process is an important link in the chain of processes in
the case company, as its purpose is to process requests from different stakeholders,
define requirements and propose a prioritised list of features to be implemented.
The key stakeholders are, for example, internal and external customers who express
their needs, requirements analysts and other experts who process requests and
software engineers who define systems architecture and implement its features. The
case company had internally realised that it faced some issues related to its
requirement screening process and acknowledged the need to address those issues
through research co-operation. To develop solutions, the challenges had to be
explored. The case studies conducted provided invaluable insight into the
practitioners’ challenges when it came to requirement screening process activities.
These can be categorised based on generic RE process phases, such as elicitation,
analysis or validation. The challenges may also be looked at from the perspective
of necessary RE activities, such as documentation, negotiation or communication.
In addition, a decision-making (i.e. prioritisation) or organisation viewpoint may
be chosen. In this research, the challenges of the key stakeholders in a requirement
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screening process have been analysed from different perspectives to gain a
comprehensive understanding about the complex phenomenon.
According to publication II, which studied DfX, the challenges in the
elicitation phase were related to unclear and incomplete requirements. This is a
widely acknowledged issue in the RE literature, which is also denoted as an
ambiguity in the literature [123]. One of the challenges DfX faced was related to
creating a compelling argument for internal improvements to be made compared to
customer features. It is much easier to show the business value of customer features
than that of improvements aiming at long-term savings at a company level. This
issue was described in more detail in publication I. According to product managers,
one of their major challenges is dealing with an immense number of incoming
requests and their incomplete information content, especially with regard to
technical details. Due to the lack of information, further communication is required
to clarify the actual need. Discussions often take place via informal channels, which
tend to lead to shortcomings in requirements’ reliability, quality or traceability. The
increasing number and continuous inflow of requirements have been reported to
stress RE and release planning tasks [83], especially in the context of market-driven
software development. Product management challenges in a VLSRE context were
discussed in publication III. The lack of information in the early stages of a
requirement’s lifecycle also hinders software architecture definition work, as
discussed in publications IV and V.
The analysis task may be divided into subcategories such as technical and
business analysis. In the case company, first an initial screening took place. This
was a quick assessment of the business potential of a request. The biggest challenge
in the initial screening was again a lack of necessary information about not only the
request itself but also complementary data, for example, information about the
market situation to make decisions as fast as intended. A wicked challenge product
management faces related to making a crucial decision under heavy time pressure
and based on incomplete information has been acknowledged by several
researchers [124], [81]. Discussions for the purposes of clarification and
negotiation with customers often led to changes in requirements, which is a
phenomenon referred to in the literature as requirement uncertainty [125], [126].
The challenges pertain to a more detailed analysis of requests to define
requirements, and finally features relate to the defining value, which will be
realised years after the initiation of the requests. This applies to managing
requirement dependencies across different products or system parts and time
constraints – that is, how much time a requirement analyst may invest per
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requirement and how many R&D resources may be allocated for technical analysis
instead of implementation.
The larger and/or more complex a system becomes, the more stakeholders,
requirements and viewpoints have to be considered over the system’s lifecycle.
This leads to tasks such as prioritisation, since not all requirements can be fulfilled,
and the order of those that are implemented has to be decided. The size and/or
complexity also affects the required negotiation task, which has to be carried out
to reconcile the conflicting stakeholders’ views or contradictory needs, for example.
Defining priorities for different types of requirements, such as business and product
requirements [30], is often rather challenging in practice [57]. DfX requirements
are typically quite high-level or non-functional, and according to the interviewed
practitioners, it was challenging to create compelling business argumentation to
support such requirements. Therefore, the priority of these requirements typically
was not high.
Similar issues have also been discussed in [127]. The product management
study also revealed challenges in prioritisation and negotiation tasks. Regarding
prioritisation, it was considered difficult to define the priority for each requirement
– that is, what would be the value of different types of requirements received from
various sources. Requirements tend to change over time due to internal and external
factors, such as product strategies and the market situation. Due to the changes in
requirements and their priorities as well as in criteria for setting priorities. Reprioritising requirements and managing the constant changes is quite timeconsuming and laborious work. Regarding negotiation, the biggest issue product
management faces is related to communicating to customers decisions regarding
turning down their requirements or trying to reach a consensus about alternative
solutions. Time is also a crucial factor here, since the longer a customer waits for a
decision, the more frustrated he/she will be if the decision is negative. From the
DfX viewpoint, the negotiation challenge was about trying to convince product
managers to take their requirements into account early enough in the product
development process – in other words competing with the requirements of external
customers.
In all cases, the practitioners explained that the available tools do not provide
adequate support in the daily tasks of documenting, communicating and managing
requirements. The challenges are related to performance, the functionalities of the
tools provided, the synchronisation needs between processes and organisations and
the information content of RE items as well as managing different types of
dependencies. Alongside the tools, much essential information was documented in
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standard Microsoft Office formats, such as PowerPoint presentations, Word
documents and Excel spreadsheets. These “offline” documents were considered
outdated, and globally defined templates were typically tailored by each product
team and sometimes even by individuals within them. Shortcomings in tools and
documentation affect processes from the first contact with a customer to software
architecture definition and testing. Issues related to tools and documentation
practices have been extensively discussed in the literature [128], [129], [130], [131]
and [132].
Validation is about confirming that gathered requests and defined requirements
are what stakeholders need. During development, new stakeholders become
involved, which means that validation is not a one-time effort but an ongoing
process to ensure that the system being developed is fit for the purpose. In a VLSRE
context, there are several parallel processes that depend on the results of the others.
In systems development, hardware teams often prefer traditional systematic
development approaches, while software teams tend to work in a more flexible way.
Nowadays, companies respond quickly to changing market situations, for example,
by updating their product portfolio and business acquisitions. Due to such decisions,
different practices have to be adjusted and fitted together. Frequent changes may
lead to a situation where roles and responsibilities are not clearly defined. Aspects
of organisational issues have been discussed in, for example, [132], [133] and [134].
Moreover, individual teams often tailor globally defined processes to improve their
efficiency. Such tailoring may serve its purpose on a team level; however, it often
introduces challenges at the unit or company level, as described in [123] and [135].
Synchronisation challenges were discussed in more detail in publications II, III and
V.
Two of the case studies conducted addressed software architecture challenges
in VLSRE and LSRE contexts. The objective of the first study was to understand
the software architecture design challenges in practice and propose domain-specific
models to address the identified challenges (publication IV). The second case
explored the interplay of RE and software architecture design, defining factors
causing requirements volatility, revealing challenges and proposing means to
overcome the identified challenges (publication V). Through these two studies, it
was possible to form a comprehensive view of a software architecture design
process in an industrial setting. The context of the first study was VLSRE, while in
the second case it was LSRE. Despite this difference in the scale of the RE, the
software architects faced similar challenges to some extent. In both contexts,
software architecture design is done in uncertain conditions, without all the
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necessary information and sometimes receiving requirements considerably late in
the process. Missing information early in the process leads to refinements and
changes later in the development process that cause requirements volatility [136].
In both contexts, the challenges related to distributed development teams were
identified, even if the number and the size of the teams were smaller in the LSRE
context than in the VLSRE context. In distributed development, challenges are
related to cultural and communication issues [137], [138], [139], for example. In
both cases, software architects saw the lack of face-to-face communication and
language issues as representing challenges, while divergent understandings of the
same concepts was only identified as a challenge in the VLSRE context. The
dependencies between developer teams were identified in the LSRE context, but
these dependencies were not considered to critically jeopardise business goals.
However, a complex network of dependencies between internal and external
stakeholders significantly hampered the development process in the VLSRE
context. Frequent changes, such as in requirements, was an important issue in both
contexts; however, due to the complexity of VLSRE, the consequences were more
widespread in the organisation. Insufficient tool support was also identified as a
problem in both studies.
Table 11. Summary of identified challenges.
Viewpoint
Elicitation

Challenge
•

unclear and incomplete requirements, especially regarding technical
details

•

creating a compelling argument for internal improvements

•

informal communication channels

•

lack of information about the market situation

•

requirement uncertainty/changing requirements

•

time constraints

Prioritisation/

•

the number or requirements exceeds what can be implemented

negotiation

•

conflicting stakeholder views

•

incomparable requirements

•

changing requirements or their priorities

Analysis

Validation

•

synchronisation when utilising several development approaches at a
time

•

frequent changes, e.g. in organisational structures

•

tailoring processes may benefit a team but challenge a company

Software architecture

•

uncertain conditions, without all the necessary information

design

•

receiving requirements late
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Viewpoint

Challenge
•

cultural and communication issues in a distributed development
context

6.2

•

dependencies between internal and external stakeholders

•

frequent changes, e.g. in requirements

•

insufficient tool support (relates to other phases as well)

Requirement architecture in VLSRE

Product managers and other experts involved in the requirement screening process
perform various analysis tasks, but more importantly, they make critical decisions
about a product and its features. To make such decisions, a lot of information from
internal and external sources is needed. Some types of information that are needed
have to do with market situations and trends, technical, human or financial
constraints and company strategies. What is a key, is that the correct information
must be available on time for the relevant stakeholders in the format that best
supports the processing of RE items and facilitates decision making. Appropriate
information content, structure and format are here referred to as requirements
architecture.
This thesis has explained the development and piloting of the dynamic
requirement template, which is a tangible part of requirements architecture in a
VLSRE context. The parts related to a technical feasibility analysis in the dynamic
requirement template and from the software architects’ viewpoint have been
elaborated in more detail in publication IV. Considering software architecture in
RE is expected to benefit the consistency, comparability and feasibility of
requirements as well as the contemplating alternative design choices [95]. By
considering software architecture in the early phases of the development process,
it is possible to elicit 10% more architecturally significant requirements, 7% more
crosscutting requirements and more implementation and interoperability
requirements than if addressed later in the process [96]. In addition, frameworks
like software architecture concepts can impose constraints related to testability, for
instance, or lead to new systems requirements [140]. Changes made late in the
development process cost significantly more than those made in the early phases,
like in RE. Therefore, understanding the constraints early enough helps to avoid
unnecessary losses later on.
An important issue in the VLSRE context is the constant inflow of
requirements, which stresses the requirements engineering and release planning
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tasks of product management [83]. Several studies have reported the overscoping
challenges in the context of market-driven software development [84], [37].
However, in publication III, we showed that similar challenges are present in a
VLSRE context even if the case company does not operate in a market-driven mode.
The case company in this example had globally well-defined processes, the product
managers had a clear understanding of the objectives of the process and R&D
experts were also involved in the early phases of product development. These
aspects had already been suggested to be the means for addressing the issue of
overscoping [86]. This finding encouraged the development of a dynamic
requirement template that could be used right from the start, when requirements are
formulated, thereby providing the proper support for technical and business
reasoning to relevant stakeholders. The idea was to address the challenge of there
being too much “wrong” information rather than the lack of “right” information.
Requirements architecture in VLSRE includes an updated RS process, a
dynamic requirement template that is based on the evolution of RE items from
requests through requirements to features and context dependent guidance to
support integration of new way of working.
6.3

Addressing the challenges identified in the VLSRE context

In this research, the requirement screening process was studied from different
viewpoints to identify its related challenges. Based on the findings of these cases,
some solutions have been developed and validated in an industrial context. The
driving vision has been to tackle information overflow by proposing an information
structure for requests, requirements and features in a way that supports the
stakeholders involved with requirement screening process tasks. The dynamic
requirement template is a tangible result, but other means have been identified as
well.
In publication I, we explained what kinds of benefits a company may gain by
organising DfX disciplines in a novel way. Contrary to a traditional approach where
DfX has been utilised within R&D, case company A manages it in Operations. This
solution, where the organisation (which actually pays for the costs of the assembly,
maintenance or disposal of the products at the end of the day) takes global
responsibility for DfX, is in line with studies supporting total cost model
optimisation [141] and those reporting challenges, placing the responsibility for
product development squarely on the shoulders of individual product lines [142],
[143], [144]. The DfX concept, with its globally defined processes, practices,
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guidelines and so on, is a systematic way to address the challenge of internal
customers not being recognised on par with external customers [72]. The DfX RE
process was explained in greater detail in publication II, which defined a VLSRE
framework as well. In the VLSRE framework, internal and external stakeholders
establish stakeholder-specific RE processes to define their requirements. These
requirements from various sources are fed into a unified information channel for
requests. The framework includes the set of receiver processes, taking into account
their need for information to process requests further. The key is the unified
information channel that structures request data into two major parts: a) the
common part for all types of requests and for all stakeholders (senders and receivers)
and b) categorised data depending on the receivers’ information needs.
The common challenges software architects face in the VLSRE and LSRE
contexts are related to communication, including a lack of appropriate tool support,
changing requirements, product or team dependencies and the distributed
development setting in general. Accurate and timely communication is essential
within and between development teams as well as with customers. Choosing
advanced collaborative tools and establishing adequate processes help in
communication [139], [137]; however, it is more important to understand what
information is necessary and why. One way to address the ambiguity and
misinterpretation of concepts in use is to define a customised choreography model
with domain-specific concepts. Domain-specific concepts may support the
conception and readability of specifications [145], [146]. As the work is done by
humans, the performance of the distributed team relies on trust among team
members as well as networking within the team [34]. Moreover, it is crucial to
maintain a strong and mutually beneficial relationship with customers to manage
their changing needs [147]. One way to mitigate the consequences of changing
requirements is to elicit gaps in those changes [148] and reuse existing
requirements to identify the difference between elicited requirements and actual
user needs [149]. Managing requirements’ dependencies can be supported through
impact analysis [150]. The means and solution proposals for addressing software
architecture challenges were elaborated in more detail in publications IV and V.
A simplified picture of a VLSRE framework is depicted in Fig. 1, where the
requirement screening process (industrial implementation of VLSRE) is connected
to important stakeholders and immediate processes preceding it or taking place
after it. In reality, the number of processes and stakeholders is far greater that can
be fitted into one figure or researched in the scope of one thesis.
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6.4

Improving requirements management practices in VLSRE

In recent decades, a variety of methods and tools have been developed in RE to
support practitioners in software development, which is by far not an easy task [57],
[124], [81]. Despite the progress achieved, the importance of RE both in research
and practice is recognised, for example, due to the increasing popularity of agile
development methods [151]. Moreover, the available methods and tools are
typically validated in small- or medium-scale settings [152], or in student projects
[96]. The methods and tools validated in such contexts cannot be applied
intrinsically in LSRE or VLSRE contexts [42]. Fierce price erosion, severe
competition [153] and dynamic markets are the attributes that are globally used to
characterise the ICT sector. Such environments force companies to continuously
improve their internal efficiency. This is essential in large organisations, which do
not emerge overnight but rather evolve from small basic functions through
organising, improving and revising themselves repeatedly in order to survive in the
changing market. When discussing improvements in companies, they must be
considered from organisation, process, method and tool points of view, at the very
least.
Throughout this research, the VLSRE context was studied from the viewpoint
of different stakeholders. This has allowed improvement proposals to be formulated
for organising functions and revising the requirement screening process as well as
the development of a requirements architecting method that led to implementing
updates into a globally utilised product management tool in case company A.
Successful validation of the developed requirements architecting method in
industry motivated the group of researchers to work on the prototype, developing
a commercial tool which supports a model-based development approach.
Publication I demonstrated how a large systems provider successfully organises
DfX in Operations instead of R&D, which is the more typical approach. The novel
way of organising DfX improves the recognition of internal customers together
with external ones, which is a challenge that was pointed out by [72]. More
importantly, if products are developed in individual product lines the decisions are
driven by direct cost optimisation, leading to inefficiency on a company level and
poor customer service. Even if the individual product lines have a common goal, it
may turn out that they have contradictory plans in terms of how to achieve those
goals [142], [143], [144]. Kaski proposes a total cost model, as business process
activities also relate to product architecture and sales volumes [141]. In publication
II, a VLSRE framework was presented as a suggestion for overcoming the
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identified challenges. publication V listed factors causing requirements volatility,
presented the challenges posed to software architecture design and elaborated
proposals to address those challenges. These proposals included choosing
appropriate elicitation techniques [154], recording design rationale [155] and
identifying architecturally significant requirements [156], [157]. In this thesis, the
development of a requirements architecting method has been described, including
an updated requirement screening process, which was described in detail in
publication III. The thorough analysis of requirement screening process practices
allowed the identification of issues related to documenting inquiries from different
stakeholders, and the suboptimal structuring of the information content of RE items
led to defining the term request and omitting one decision point from the RS
process itself.
6.5

Supporting decision making in a VLSRE context

RE is a decision-rich process that plays a critical role in the success of software
projects. RE has a dual role; from the organisation point of view, it dictates which
requirements will be implemented in products, and from an implementation point
of view it is a project activity [4]. The number of requirements proposed per release
is typically greater than what can be fitted within the scope of the release [56], and
the prioritisation of requirements is done informally in many phases, based on
various factors and limited information [57]. Making decisions about which
requirements will be included in the forthcoming releases is a major challenge in
the software industry [81], since there are a number of stakeholders, resources and
technical constraints to be considered in the process [22]. The task becomes even
harder if decisions have to be made based on abstract or uncertain information [23],
or the number of requirements from which to choose is vast, as in VLSRE. Short
development cycles have been proposed to ease prioritisation problems in dynamic
markets [158]; however, contradictory results suggest that agile practices actually
lead to overscoping challenges [84]. In addition to product managers, software
architects must make significant decisions based on requirements [88]. In the “twin
peaks” model, RE and software architecture design are developed iteratively and
considered equally important [93]. A close connection between RE and software
architecture design means that decisions made on requirements can affect software
architecture and vice versa [94], [159]. According to [160] software architecture
design challenges include, for example, crosscutting and intertwined design
decisions, the high cost of change and violations of design rules and constraints.
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Putting on a record a software architecture design rationale may be critical during
software evolution and maintenance [155].
This thesis has described in detail the longitudinal action research process and
case studies conducted to develop a requirements architecting method to support
decision making in a VLSRE context. The developed method includes a dynamic
requirement template that is used for gathering requests, analysing requirements
and forming feature candidates to be developed in forthcoming releases. The
feasibility of the developed method was assessed at first through paper piloting.
Promising results indicating the possibility of screening out non-valuable requests
earlier in the process encouraged the continued development of requirements
architecting method further. A prototype tool including context-specific guidelines
was developed and used to validate the requirements architecting method in an
industrial context. After successful validation of the developed requirements
architecting method in case company A, the company continued internal
improvement by adding a request element, revising some of the data fields and
integrating context-dependent guidelines into the globally used product
management tool. The requirements architecting method supports decision making
in two main ways. First, it includes a dynamic requirement template, which allows
decision makers and information receivers to define what information is necessary
for them to make decisions. Examples of these information receivers are product
managers and software architects. Secondly, it offers means by which to consider
the viewpoints of internal and external customers in a uniform way. The advantage
the developed template offers compared with the ones such as Volere [43] and IEEE
[44] is due to the well-defined evolvement of RE items, where information content
matches the receiver’s need and provides context-aware guidance for the
information provider.
6.6

Validity evaluation

The validity of the research had to be considered from the very beginning of the
study. Aspects of validity relate to construct, internal and external validity and
reliability [107]. Some of the intermediate results were reported earlier, including
a discussion on validity [114], [115], [79], [113]. In addition to these, each of
publications I–V included in this thesis has been published as a case study and
includes a discussion of validity. Thus, the main focus here is on the validity of the
action research cycles described in the thesis. The purpose of Phase 2 was to
develop solutions for the issues identified in Phase 1.
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Threats to construct validity relate to the extent to which subjects and
researchers understand the topics under discussion in the same way. The years of
close collaboration between the case company and the researchers mitigated any
threats to the construct validity. In addition, the interview questions used in each
set of interviews were always prepared by several researchers and reviewed by
representatives of the case company. One pilot interview was done prior to each
round of interviews to ensure that the questions yielded the information that the
researchers intended to gather.
According to [107], internal validity only has to be addressed in explanatory
and causal studies, not in the case of descriptive and exploratory ones. The aim of
the case studies conducted here was descriptive and explorative, therefore internal
validity is not a concern.
Regarding external validity, the results of this type of industrial study always
have limited generalisability. However, the lessons learned can be utilised by
companies experiencing similar challenges to adjust their practices to meet their
needs. For example, the logic of presented a requirement template, which may be
tailored by any company to correspond to their own processes and their
stakeholders’ needs.
This study provides results that are useful for researchers since it presents a
detailed description of how to conduct industrial co-operation through longitudinal
action research, which is not widely discussed in the software engineering domain.
Reliability relates to the extent to which the results depend on a specific
researcher. Researcher bias was mitigated through review processes and feedback
loops throughout the cycles. For example, all data collection instruments were
reviewed by professors and practitioners, and a pilot interview was carried out to
test each instrument prior to conducting the actual interviews. The large number of
academics and practitioners engaged during this research mitigated the bias caused
by an individual researcher because it was always possible to reflect on the findings
with other researchers. In addition, the results were reported to the case companies
in the form of technical reports, and these were also presented in workshops. The
practitioners involved gave feedback both on the reports and the presentations. The
feedback received was used to verify the accuracy of the results [161]. The
generalisability of results is typically weak in case studies. In theory, it is possible
that another researcher could produce the same results and draw the same
conclusions if he or she used the same methods and tools. However, one should
take into account differences in time and context. Thus, even if the subjects were
exactly the same in a replication of these case studies, their knowledge would have
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changed over time. In addition, by its very definition, the primary goal of action
research is to improve a situation in a case company, so the context of the subjects
would include factors that had changed.
6.7

Evaluating the relevance of the conducted research

Ivarsson and Gorschek [15] developed and tested a model to analyse the rigour and
relevance of published empirical research. They found that the majority of reported
research is neither industrially relevant nor rigorous. This section assesses the
relevance of the Phase 2 action research cycles against the evaluation method
presented in [15]. In the evaluation, the six articles that received the highest scores
in [15] are used as reference papers [162], [163], [164], [165], [166], [167].
According to the evaluation method, the research either contributes (1) or does
not contribute (0) to relevance regarding four aspects: subjects, context, scale and
research method. Thus, the maximum points a study may accrue is 4.
The case studies published in the reference papers were conducted within
companies or by using company data, and the subjects were industry professionals.
In this research, action research cycles were conducted in case company A. The
archival data utilised included, for example, process descriptions, decision criteria
and process artefacts. The subjects in Phase 2 were the intended users, who used
authentic data during the development and validation of the prototype. Therefore,
the conducted action research is evaluated as 1 with regard to both context and
subjects.
In this research, the requirements architecting method was validated using a
prototype in an industrial setting. However, the application was not industrial-scale.
A down-scaled industrial case was also conducted in [166]. The goal of the
prototype testing was to provide a solid basis for the new way of working, not to
validate the applicability of an industrial-scale tool. In Phase 3, a product
management tool used in the requirement screening process in company A was
improved by integrating proof of concept ideas into it to support the new way of
working in an industrial environment. Furthermore, the development of the
prototype was continued, resulting in a commercial tool. Thus, the scale of this
research is evaluated as 0.5. This highlights the feasibility of the developed
requirements architecture method from a practical point of view.
The research methods utilised in Phase 2 were action research, a case study and
interviews, all of which are considered to contribute to the relevance of the research.
Five of the six reference papers applied case study as a research method – [162],
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[163], [164], [165] and [166] – and one study was an experiment [167]. Thus, the
action research conducted is rated 1. The overall grading for Phase 2 is 3.5 out of
4. Table 10 summarises the reasoning and grading of Phase 2.
Table 12. Summary of relevance evaluation of the action research cycles carried out in
Phase 2.
Aspect

Relevance
Contribution (1)

No contribution (0)

Phase 2: Action
research cycles

Subjects

Representatives of intended

Representatives are not intended

users, i.e. industry

users, but e.g. students,

professionals.

researchers or subjects are not

1

mentioned
Context
Scale

Evaluation is done in an

Evaluation is done e.g. in a

industrial setting

laboratory

Applications used are industrial Scale of used applications is
scale.

1
0,5

unrealistic, i.e. toy or down-scaled
industrial.

Research

Facilitates investigating real

Does not fit investigating real

method

settings and is relevant for

situations, conceptual analysis,

practitioners, action research,

laboratory experiments, etc.

case study, interviews, etc.
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1

7

Conclusion

The research problem defined in this thesis was to determine what information
should be gathered in requirements elicitation and how that information should be
documented to enable the efficient filtering of valuable requests to provide a
reliable basis for selecting features to be developed in the context of VLSRE and
distributed development. In this research, a valuable requirement has been defined
as one that most likely provides added value for customers and a positive business
impact for a solution provider.
The question about what information should be gathered in requirements
elicitation was looked at both from two viewpoints: that of information providers,
such as DfX disciplines, and that of information consumers like requirement
screening experts. Based on these needs, the first list of mandatory and optional
attributes was created, and the feasibility of these proposed attributes was studied
in the conducted customer relations interviews. To answer the second part of the
problem, how the information should be documented to enable the efficient
filtering of valuable requests, the list of attributes was updated and re-structured as
a requirement template based on product management interviews. The requirement
template was paper piloted with DfX disciplines to assess the suitability of the
proposed structure. To provide reliable bases for selecting features to be developed
in a distributed development setting and in a VLSRE context, RE items; request,
requirement and feature information content with context dependent guidance,
were implemented in a prototype tool for validating the developed requirements
architecting method in an industrial context. The relevance of the conducted
research was evaluated using the method introduced by Ivarsson and Gorschek [15].
In addition to the research results, this thesis contributes to software
engineering research methodology by explaining in detail an action research effort
that spans several years. The description includes four cases conducted in the
diagnosing phase, three cycles that were carried out to identify stakeholders’
challenges related to the requirement screening process and to develop solutions to
address those challenges as well as a continuous deployment segment as a follow
up phase. Action research has a long tradition in IS research [109], but it is not
extensively applied in software engineering. Action research efforts are often
reported as case studies [168], or the reporting is incomplete [102], when, for
example, only one cycle is described. Longitudinal studies are in the minority in
software engineering. Studies lasting around a year are defined as longitudinal
[169].
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This type of industry–academia collaboration benefits all participants. For
practitioners, research collaboration provides an opportunity to gain first-hand
knowledge about existing scientifically evaluated methods and tools that they can
exploit. For researchers, industry collaboration provides a means through which to
test the developed technologies in an authentic environment with experts.
Continuing collaboration for years requires that the results are mutually interesting
and provide value. We have learned that individuals have a great impact on this
type of collaboration and propel it forward. For instance, trust between
organisations is easier to build if key personnel have a good history of working
collaboratively.
7.1

Limitations and future research

One limitation of this study is that most of the results are based on the research
conducted in case company A. Therefore, the generalisability of the results is
limited. The limitation of the empirical data was mitigated by two means:
conducting a complementary study in case company B (described in publication V)
and interviewing experts from three other companies (described in publication IV).
It is possible to consider the timeframe of the study as a limitation as well, as the
research was conducted in the rapidly changing ICT domain. However, longitudinal
action research studies may overcome the barriers between practitioners and
academics and improve technology transfer from academia to industry [170].
Future work should evaluate the applicability of the proposed solutions to other
products beyond the ICT domain as well as within companies that take different
development approaches.
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